
Logarithmi Funtions

Looking at the graph of an exponential funtion we will notie that no two

di�erent values of the input will produe the same output. Funtions with this

property are alled one-to-one (one input to one output), and are invertible,

that is, we an �nd one input only that will produe a given output. This

�reversed� funtion (we hoose the output and �nd the orresponding input) is

alled the inverse funtion of our original funtion. If the original funtion was

alled f , the inverse is denoted by f−1

Note This is not the same as

1

f
(the reiproal funtion)! It is maybe unfortu-

nate that this notation is standard but possibly ausing some onfusion,

sine the reiproal of a number a is denoted by both

1

a
and a−1

).

Sine exponential funtions of the form f(x) = bx are one-to-one, we an de�ne

their inverse funtions, alled logarithms

1 f−1(x) = logb(x). By de�nition, if

y = logb(x), then by = x, and if bx = y, then x = logb(x). You will often see

the shorthand notation logb x for logb(x). b is alled the base of the logarithmi

funtion logb(x). Note that, as logb(x) is the inverse funtion of bx, bx is the

inverse funtion of logb(x). This is a general fat:

(

f−1
)

−1

= f !

Sine bx is only de�ned for b > 0, we an only onsider positive number as

bases. Also, sine bx > 0 for any x, we an only onsider logarithms of positive

numbers. On the other hand, logarithms an take any real value (hek their

graph if you don't �nd this statement obvious).
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The exoti name omes from the Greek language, as John Napier, who introdued the

notion, ombined the Greek words for �ratio� and �number�.
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The graphs are for the exponential funtion 10x and its inverse, log(x) (when
no base is spei�ed, log stands often for log

10
)

Properties of logarithmi funtions follow from the orresponding properties

of their inverse funtions, exponential funtions:

• logb (xy) = logb(x) + logb(y)

• logb

(

x
y

)

= logb(x)− logb(y)

• logb
(

xk
)

= k · logb(x)

• logb(1) = 0

• logb(b) = 1

• logb
(

1

x

)

= − logb(x)

for any positive number b and any positive numbers x and y.

Remark In pratie, only two bases are used (that's why you only have two

log keys in your alulator). The hoie b = 10 is ommon in siene,

where logarithms of onstants or measured quantities make it is easy to

transition between logarithms and sienti� notation. When onsidering

exponential funtions (e.g. of time), it turns out that the natural base is

an irrational number denoted by e. You will onsider this ase if you take

a Prealulus and a Calulus lass.

Note In omputer siene and information siene it is also ommon to use 2 as

a base for exponentials and logarithms.


